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Abstract

often generate similar sentences, which are highly different from human-written diverse sentences in a paragraph.
To address this problem, Krause et al. propose a hierarchical recurrent network (Krause et al. 2017). Liang et
al. introduce adversarial training for paragraph generation (Liang et al. 2017). Chatterjee et al. propose coherence
vectors and global topic vectors to augment the hierarchical
structure (Chatterjee and Schwing 2018). Melas-Kyriazi et
al (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018). propose repetition penalty and apply it to two existing image captioning
methods, bottom-up and top-down attention (Anderson et al.
2018) and SCST (Self-Critical Sequence Training) (Rennie
et al. 2017), and achieve state-of-the-art performance.
However, since image paragraph captioning is a new research problem, there are many unsolved challenges such
as generating coherent and diverse sentences with details.
All existing methods use Faster R-CNN (Ren et al. 2015)
to extract individual object features and use the remaining
language module to learn the relations among those objects
from the training paragraphs. It is questionable how effective
this approach will be because most training sentences consist of object and relation terms. And generating paragraphs
requires more detailed relation information. Thus without
strong relation information at the object feature level, the
language module may learn to generate sentences incorrectly describing the input image as shown in Figure 5.
Based on this observation, we propose a set of two networks to encode relations into object features. One network
learns to calculate the importance of object pairs with respect to the corresponding words occurring in training sentences. The other network learns to modify raw object features to encode the learned pair importance. We design a
model to train the two networks together. We use spatial coherence as our object relations because this information is
easy to obtain by simply checking whether objects’ bounding boxes overlap. Existing object detector algorithms have
shown promising performance in finding objects in images.
We do not use object relations in other types such as object categories or semantic connections because we aim to
evaluate how well our model can encode relation features
by giving pairs of subjects in terms of their visual features.
To encode relation features, we are inspired by the concept
of graph convolution networks (Bruna et al. 2013; Niepert,
Ahmed, and Kutzkov 2016) which generate a node’s con-

Image paragraph captioning aims to automatically generate
a paragraph from a given image. It is an extension of image
captioning in terms of generating multiple sentences instead
of a single one, and it is more challenging because paragraphs
are longer, more informative, and more linguistically complicated. Because a paragraph consists of several sentences, an
effective image paragraph captioning method should generate
consistent sentences rather than contradictory ones. It is still
an open question how to achieve this goal, and for it we propose a method to incorporate objects’ spatial coherence into
a language-generating model. For every two overlapping objects, the proposed method concatenates their raw visual features to create two directional pair features and learns weights
optimizing those pair features as relation-aware object features for a language-generating model. Experimental results
show that the proposed network extracts effective object features for image paragraph captioning and achieves promising
performance against existing methods.

Introduction
With computer vision and natural language processing advancements, describing visual content using natural languages has achieved impressive results in recent years (Chen
and Zitnick 2014; Donahue et al. 2015; Karpathy and FeiFei 2015; Mao et al. 2014; Vinyals et al. 2015; Xu et al.
2015; Luo et al. 2018; Anderson et al. 2018). Among studies integrating computer vision and natural language processing, image captioning aims to generate a single sentence
from a given image. Due to the limited length of a single
sentence expressed in a natural way, it is hard to describe
rich details depicted by an image. To address this problem,
Krause et al (Krause et al. 2017) compile a dataset containing thousands of images and their corresponding paragraphs
in 5 to 8 descriptive sentences. This is the only dataset designed for image paragraph captioning to the best of our
knowledge, which aims to generate multiple sentences as an
integrated description of an image.
Since image paragraph captioning is extended from image captioning, a straight-forward extension for image paragraph captioning is to generate sentences after sentences to
form a paragraph. However, image captioning approaches
Copyright c 2021, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
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volution output by calculating all of its connected nodes. In
our case, a node equals a detected object in the given image
and an edge between equals the condition that two objects’
bounding boxes overlap. The proposed relation network can
be viewed as an instantiation of a one-layer graph convolution network which can be trained in an end-to-end manner, encode and attend object relations automatically without manually labeled relation data. By applying the proposed
network to a state-of-the-art method (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush,
and Han 2018), we generate better qualitative and quantitative image captioning paragraphs.

to model relationships between objects on an image, GCN
deals with the relationship among nodes in a graph. In our
case, GCN is the more major component.
Regarding GCN, an early method dealing with GCN uses
an RNN structure to handle arbitrary graphs (Scarselli et al.
2009). Many following papers report the application of GCN
for their problems (Henaff, Bruna, and LeCun 2015; Bruna
et al. 2013; Duvenaud et al. 2015). The one highly related
to our work is (Johnson, Gupta, and Fei-Fei 2018), which
applies graph convolution on the relations between objects
in scene graphs to extract information for image generation.

Related Work

Approach

Image Captioning. Image captioning is a topic across computer vision and natural language processing, requires both
image comprehension and text generation. Early developed
approaches use template-based methods to generate sentences by filling object information into templates (Yang
et al. 2011; Yao et al. 2010; Kulkarni et al. 2013). Several recently developed methods working in deep encoder-decoder
structures use CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) and
RNN (Recurrent Neural Networks) as their encoders and decoders (Cho et al. 2014; Vinyals et al. 2015; Donahue et al.
2015). In order to locate highlight objects, several methods
are proposed to use attention mechanisms to extract latent
region features for text generation and generate improved
caption sentences (Xu et al. 2015; Lu et al. 2017; Anderson
et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2019). A reinforcement-learningbased algorithm is proposed to use language metrics instead
of cross entropy to train a language generation model. Although language metrics are non-differentiable, their model
is still trainable because they treat metric indices as a part of
their reward (Rennie et al. 2017). Models utilizing high-level
visual knowledge or scene understanding (Yao et al. 2017;
You et al. 2016; Wu et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2019; Yao et al.
2018) are also proposed to improve captioning performance.
Image Paragraph Captioning. Image paragraph captioning is an extension of image captioning. A paragraph consists of several sentences and delivers more information than
a single caption sentence. To address this problem how to
evaluate automatically generated paragraphs describing images, a dataset is proposed along with a method (Krause
et al. 2017) using a hierarchical structure to extract topic
vectors by LSTM and to decode every sentence according
to its topic vector. GAN and conditional GAN are applied
to generate realistic paragraphs (Liang et al. 2017; Dai et al.
2017). To improve the sentence coherency in generated paragraphs, global vectors are proposed to bring information between topics (Chatterjee and Schwing 2018). To avoid repeated sentences and phrases which reduce sentence diversity, Melas-Kyriazi et al. propose a method to decrease probability of word occurrence if some words form repeated trigrams (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018). To improve coherence, convolutional auto-encoder is applied on hierarchical structure to learn coherent topics (Wang et al. 2019).
Neural Networks on Relationship. There are two types
of existing research topics related to our method in terms
of relationship calculation: visual relation detection (VRD)
and graph convolution networks (GCN). While VRD aims

We observe that on many images, objects close to each other
have certain relations and are often described in image captions. We exploit this property to develop a network for automatic image paragraph captioning. Fig. 1 shows the proposed architecture, and we explain its components in the following subsections.
Relations between Objects. Given an image I, we use
an existing object detection algorithm Faster R-CNN
to find objects O = {o1 , . . . , ok } on I. Let V =
{v 1 , . . . , v k }, v i ∈ R2048 be their visual feature vectors,
and B = {b1 , . . . , bk }, bi ∈ R4 be their bounding boxes,
where k is variable depending on the content of I. We exploit the relations among those objects in a primitive manner
by only considering object pairs
pi,j = {oi , oj }.
(1)
Because we observe that many captioning sentences describe major objects and their surrounding minor objects, we
propose to reduce the pair set and take spatial coherence into
account by retaining pi,j only if bi overlaps with bj . For an
object pair, we create two pair feature vectors by concatenating their visual features in two directions wi,j = v i ⊕ v j
and wj,i = v j ⊕ v i . This asymmetric concatenation design is motivated by our observation that many descriptive
sentences in the Stanford dataset are formed as two visual
objects with a verb if adjectives, adverbs, and tenses are ignored. The order of the two objects and the verb is asymmetric, for example, a man wears a shirt rather than a shirt
wears a man.
Relation Encoding Network. To learn the relations among
two objects and a verb in the visual feature stage, we propose
a relation encoding network, which encodes relations in pair
features {w} to generate new feature vectors {w0 }. We use
bottleneck-layer architecture for graph convolution, proved
to be efficient in the supplementary material, to merge feature vectors of two related objects into a single feature vector
containing information of the two related objects. The network contains two one-dimension layers of sizes 2048 and
4096. The first layer has a ReLU and a Batch Normalization layer but the second has neither. We split its generated
pair feature vectors into two equal-length intermediate object feature vectors uii,j and uji,j where w0i,j = uii,j ⊕ uji,j .
Relation Attention Network. We use another fullyconnected neural network to learn attention weights of object pairs in training paragraph captions. The network contains two one-dimension layers of size 1024 and 1. Same as
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the proposed method. Given features from Faster R-CNN, we attend and encode relations into detected
features asymmetrically to make language model easier to generate coherent paragraphs.
relation encoding network. We apply inner product on {e0i }
for overlapping objects to generate attention scores, which
are used in softmax functions to compute weights. We create
symmetric relation-encoded feature vectors {v i,j } by applying element-wise product to {ei } for overlapping objects.
We generate relation-aware objects features {v 0i } by weight
averaging {v i,j }. For the second asymmetric-to-symmetric
(A2S) approach, we modify the relation encoding network
by reducing the size of the second layer from 4096 to 2048.
Thus, the output feature vectors {w0i,j } no longer need to be
split for feature fusing. We fuse those output feature vectors
in the same way of Eq. 3 by
X
v 0i = α0 v i +
αi,x w0i,x + αx,i w0x,i
(5)

Relation Encoding Network, the first layer has a ReLU and
a Batch Normalization layer but the second has neither. Denote fA as a function of Relation Attention Network, and
attention scores are generated by
si,j = fA (wi,j )

(2)

We use {si,j } to indicate the attention scores of object pairs
mentioned in paragraphs describing images.
Feature Fusing. In our model, an image object oi will generate multiple feature vectors including the raw one v i , and
the relation-aware intermediate ones uii,x and uix,i where x
is any number between 1 and k, x 6= i. We fuse those feature
vectors by weight averaging
X
X
v 0i = α0 v i +
αi,x uii,x +
αx,i uix,i
(3)
x

x

x

Self-Critical Sequence Training. Cross entropy is widely
used to measure language models at a word-based level.
However, a trained language model which generates low
cross-entropy loss may not generate natural and fluent sentences. To address this problem, Rennie et al. propose SCST
(Self-Critical Sequence Training) (Rennie et al. 2017), a
sequence-based training procedure using a policy gradient
approach to train language models to generate high indices
under non-differential captioning metrics. SCST puts language models in a reinforcement-learning framework and
sets rewards as metric indices. To train the proposed method,
we also adopt SCST under two different rewards. The first is
pure CIDEr, for making a fair comparison with an existing
method (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018). The second is
mixed CIDEr, METEOR, and BLEU-4, and we find it generates well-balanced indices.
Paragraph Generating. Our paragraph generating module
is composed of a Top-Down Attention LSTM module and

where weights α0 , αi,x and αx,i are calculated through a
softmax function
α0 , {αi,x , αx,i } = softmax(c, {si,x , sx,i }) for x 6= i. (4)
The constant c is a hyperparameter to balance the importance of raw object features v i among related-aware ones
and we tune the value empirically. We use the new object
features V 0 = {v 01 , . . . , v 0k }, v 0i ∈ R2048 to train our paragraph generating module.
Simplified Symmetric and Asymmetric-to-Symmetric
Approaches. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed
asymmetric concatenation and its following steps of relation networks and feature fusing, we create two simplified
networks as shown in Fig. 2 and report their numerical evaluation in the experiment section. In the first symmetric approach, we generate attention score vectors {e0i } through a
simplified relation attention network. We generate relationaware intermediate feature vectors {ei } through a simplified
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(b) Asymmetric-to-symmetric approach.
(a) Symmetric approach.

Figure 2: Two various approaches to learn relations. Both sub-figures show the modified parts of the proposed relation network
of Fig. 1. The unchanged parts such as the input image and language components are omitted for clarity.
2018). To address this problem, they propose an inferencephrase probability-modifying approach, named repetition
penalty, to adjust the selection of output words to reduce repeated tri-gram in output sentences. We also adopt repetition
penalty in our method to suppress repeated sentences.

Experiments

Figure 3: Paragraph generating module. Two training phases
are in color blue and red.

Dataset and Metrics. We evaluate the proposed method on
the Stanford paragraph dataset (Krause et al. 2017), which
contains 19551 image/paragraph pairs, split into training/validation/test sets containing 14575/2487/2489 pairs,
respectively. We use 6 metrics CIDEr (Vedantam, Zitnick,
and Parikh 2015), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie 2005),
BLEU-1, BLEU-2, BLEU-3, and BLEU-4 (Papineni et al.
2002) as the literature (Krause et al. 2017; Liang et al.
2017; Chatterjee and Schwing 2018; Melas-Kyriazi, Rush,
and Han 2018)
BLEU-n (Papineni et al. 2002) are invented to evaluate
machine translation systems, and they calculate the accuracy of predicted sentences with n-grams. METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie 2005) is another metric designed for machine
translation. It aligns words first using synonymy matching,
calculates the precision and recall of unigrams, and sets a
larger weight for recall over precision. CIDEr (Vedantam,
Zitnick, and Parikh 2015) is designed for image captioning. It uses TF-IDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency) to re-weight different n-grams since key words
like verbs and nouns carry more semantic information than
prepositions.
Details of Model Training. We use a publicly available
Faster R-CNN implementation (Anderson et al. 2018) pretrained on the ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009) and Visual
Genome datasets (Krishna et al. 2016).
To train our models, we use the Adam optimizer with a
learning rate initialized as 5 × 10−4 and decaying 20% every two epochs. We manually set the attention hyperparameter c as 2 because we find the proposed method converges

a Language LSTM module, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The architecture is first used in (Anderson et al. 2018), and our
changes are the input feature modified by the proposed relation network and the output probabilities modified by repetition penalty (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018). For
every timestamp t, a triplet—composed of an object feature
vector v̄, previous word embedding feature We Πt , and hidden state h2t−1 generated from the Language LSTM—is fed
into the Top-Down Attention LSTM to get an attended feature vector v̂ t . Then the Language LSTM outputs a word yt
based on the attended feature vector v̂ t and a hidden state h1t
from the Top-Down Attention LSTM. The Language LSTM
stops when it outputs an EOS (End of Sentence) signal.
We train the paragraph generating module in two stages.
During the first 30 epochs, we use cross-entropy to calculate
the loss against training paragraphs at a word-based level
and use the mean of V to train our model to make training
robust. Thereafter, we apply SCST to train our model and
use the relation-encoded feature set V 0 instead of V .
Repetition Penalty. The bottom-up and top-down attention model trained under the SCST approach performs well
for image captioning. However, this method keeps generating repeated sentences when it comes to paragraph captioning. Melas-Kyriazi et al. find that the problem is caused by
the greedy search of the reinforcement-learning approach,
which prefers to generate non-diverse sentences and results in poor policy gradient (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han
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Method
Krause et al (Krause et al. 2017) (Template)
Krause et al (Krause et al. 2017) (Flat)
Krause et al (Krause et al. 2017) (Hierarchical)
Liang et al (Liang et al. 2017)
Chatterjee et al (Chatterjee and Schwing 2018)
Chatterjee et al (Chatterjee and Schwing 2018) (GAN)
Chatterjee et al (Chatterjee and Schwing 2018) (VAE)
Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017)
Melas-Kyriazi et al (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018) (w/o r.p. C)
Melas-Kyriazi et al (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018) (w/ r.p. C)
Melas-Kyriazi et al (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018) (w/ r.p. C+M+B4)

Wang et al (Wang et al. 2019)
Relation All Pairs Asym. (C+M+B4)
Relation Overlapping Sym. (C)
Relation Overlapping Sym. (C+M+B4)
Relation Overlapping A2S. (C)
Relation Overlapping A2S. (C+M+B4)
Relation Overlapping Asym. (C)
Relation Overlapping Asym. (C+M+B4)

C
12.15
11.14
13.52
16.87
19.95
18.05
20.93
25.91
13.77
30.63
30.37
25.15
30.88
32.98
32.32
32.20
32.70
33.38
33.12

M
14.31
13.54
15.95
17.12
17.81
17.21
18.62
15.44
13.63
17.86
17.80
18.82
17.23
17.67
17.78
17.63
17.64
17.82
17.97

B-1
37.47
37.30
41.90
41.99
42.12
42.04
42.38
37.08
29.67
43.54
43.69
42.87
43.22
43.97
43.25
44.02
43.76
44.55

B-2
21.02
21.70
24.11
24.86
25.18
24.96
25.52
22.32
16.45
27.44
27.55
27.24
27.64
28.09
27.50
28.36
28.08
28.54

B-3
12.30
13.07
14.23
14.89
14.74
14.53
15.15
13.50
9.74
17.33
17.41
17.42
17.56
17.83
17.47
17.95
17.88
18.19

B-4
7.38
8.07
8.69
9.03
9.05
8.95
9.43
8.07
5.88
10.58
10.66
9.67
10.68
10.79
10.95
10.71
11.01
10.95
11.18

Table 1: Numerical evaluation. All methods are tested on the same dataset and split (Krause et al. 2017). Runner-up scores are
underlined. Note that (Wang et al. 2019) does not report B-1, B-2, and B-3 scores.
well and performs stably when the value is between 1 to
3. We do experiments under two SCST configurations. One
uses CIDEr only, for making a fair comparison with a stateof-the-art method. Another uses a mixed reward, calculated
from scores of CIDEr, METEOR, BLEU-4 with weights 1,
0.5, and 0.5, respectively. As shown in Table 1, the first configuration achieves the highest CIDEr score 33.38, and the
second one generates an overall improvement over the stateof-the-art method (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018).
We train our model on a machine equipped with a 3.7GHz
12-core CPU and an NVidia GPU GTX 1080Ti. We set the
training batch size as 10. The configuration of overlapping
objects and asymmetric features consumes 2.3 GB GPU
memory and takes 16 hours to run 80 epochs, including the
first 30 cross-entropy epochs and the following 50 SCST
epochs.
Numerical Evaluation. Table 1 shows the proposed
method’s numerical performance on the test set compared
with existing methods under 6 widely used metrics. The
methods exploiting object relations generate high scores.
The configuration using asymmetric features of overlapping objects generates scores outperforming a state-of-theart method (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018) under all 6
metrics. The table also shows that both asymmetric concatenation and asymmetric splitting contribute to higher scores.
The Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017) is designed for image captioning rather than image paragraph captioning, but
it can be applied to image paragraph captioning with minor modification. Its relation learning and feature fusing belong to the all pair symmetric approach, which is similar to
our simplified configuration. Thus we also report its performance for comparison.
The proposed method generates higher METEOR scores
but slightly. METEOR evaluates machine translating sys-

tems and considers the precision and recall of unigram appearance, which hardly reflects accurate relationships since
contradictory sentences can also get high scores(we illustrate in supplementary material). In contrast, BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002) and CIDEr (Vedantam, Zitnick, and Parikh
2015) consider n-grams and penalize repeated terms, and
they better handle paragraph relationships and coherency.
Overlapping vs. All Pairs. When settings remained the
same, experiments in Table 1 show that using only overlapping objects generates higher scores under all 6 metrics. Additionally, in the Stanford dataset with Faster-RCNN detector, overlapping pairs only take 40% of all pairs. Therefore,
using only overlapping objects is effective and efficient.
Ablation Studies. We conduct ablation studies to investigate the influence of each component of the proposed
method and show the results in Table 2, in which our model
is trained by SCST on CIDEr. It shows that the proposed
relation network improves the performance of image paragraph captioning under the 6 metrics in multiple training
combinations.
Image Captioning. Because the proposed relation network
is also applicable to image captioning, we conduct experiments by replacing original object features used by an existing method (Anderson et al. 2018) with ours. We use all
the same parameters to train the model and evaluate the
replacement on the same MS COCO (Lin et al. 2014) c5
dataset. Quantitative comparisons are reported in Table 3,
which shows that the proposed relation-aware features help
image captioning. In particular the proposed features generate a higher CIDEr index because CIDEr is the state-of-theart image captioning metric.
Qualitative Comparison. To illustrate the relations learned
by the proposed method, we show the top important pairs
and their attention scores in Fig. 4, 5, and 6. The top atten3140

Loss
XE∗
XE†
XE
XE∗
XE†
XE
SCST∗
SCST†
SCST
SCST∗
SCST†
SCST

Repetition
penalty

Relation
Encoding

Relation
Attention

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

C
12.89
13.11
16.27
22.68
22.79
22.85
13.77
14.27
14.88
30.63
31.80
33.38

M
13.66
13.30
13.58
15.17
15.21
15.43
13.63
13.28
13.44
17.86
17.42
17.82

B-1
32.78
33.01
34.97
35.68
35.60
37.50
29.67
30.33
32.84
43.54
43.67
43.76

B-2
19.00
19.21
20.17
22.40
22.44
23.34
16.45
17.97
18.30
27.44
27.53
28.08

B-3
11.40
11.67
12.21
14.04
14.07
14.63
9.74
10.35
10.67
17.33
17.62
17.88

B-4
6.89
6.94
7.46
8.70
8.71
9.00
5.88
6.06
6.21
10.58
10.73
10.95

Table 2: Ablation study of the proposed method. ∗ For the four rows, we show indices reported in (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and
Han 2018) because their settings exactly match ours. † We disable the relation attention network by setting all of its output
attention scores as the same constant c.
Used features
CIDEr METEOR BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ROUGE-L
Anderson et al (Anderson et al. 2018)
Proposed

117.9
122.0

27.6
27.6

80.2
80.2

64.1
64.3

49.1
49.4

36.9
37.1

57.1
57.8

Table 3: Improvement of relation-encoded features on top of an existing method (Anderson et al. 2018) on the test split of the
MS COCO c5 dataset.
Pair
oi
oj
si,j

case0
people0
-0.41

suitcase0
people0
-0.57

sidewalk0
people0
-0.61

floor0
people0
-0.65

jacket0
people0
-0.75

suitcase0
floor0
-0.99

coat0
people0
-1.02

case0
floor0
-1.05

man0
floor0
-1.06

jacket1
people0
-1.14

boots0
people0
-1.20

sweater0
people0
-1.22

Pair
oi
oj
si,j

Figure 4: Street. The proposed method effectively recognizes important object relation patterns learned from training data. The
12 pairs with large attention weights (s values) indicate several important relations found on this image.
tion scores in Fig. 4 show that our method effectively learns
object relation patterns, e.g. clothing objects are associated
with people instead of background objects, and people as
well as suitcases are associated with floors. Fig. 5 shows that
our method pays most attention to the dog-and-bench pair
and generates two sentences expressing this relation, i.e. “A
dog is sitting on top of a wooden bench” and “The dog is
wearing a black collar on the top of the bench”. While the
current state-of-the-art method suffers from accurate relation information and generates contradictory sentences, i.e.
“The dog is standing in front of the bench”, “The bench is
on the front of the dog”. Refer to the reference paragraph,
our generated paragraph gets a higher CIDEr index. Fig. 6
shows that our relation-aware features directly help the language model generate better sentences. The four generated
sentences—“A giraffe is standing in the enclosure”, “The
giraffe is spotted”, “The giraffe has long horns on it”, and

“The is a brick wall behind the giraffe”—are highly similar
to the ones in the reference paragraph because of the highly
attended object pairs. In contrast, the compared method exploits no object relations and generates no sentences similar
to the ones in the reference paragraph.

Conclusion
Image paragraph captioning is a newly developed research
topic and there are still many problems unsolved. In this paper, we propose Relation Network to learn the attention importance of pairs of objects on images in respect to paragraphs depicting those images, and the network also encodes relation information into object features without relation labeled data. Experiments show that the proposed
relation-aware features generate favorable descriptive paragraphs and their numerical scores under 6 widely used metrics are higher than the ones generated by existing methods.
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Pair
oi
oj
si,j

wall0
bench0
-1.77

plant0
bench0
-1.87

wall1
squash0
-1.88

bench0
squash0
-1.90

dog0
bench0
-1.96

bench0
wall1
-1.99

collar0
mouth0
-2.00

head0
bench0
-2.02

dog0
bench0
-2.02

corn0
bench0
-2.03

hay0
bench0
-2.05

dog2
bench0
-2.09

Pair
oi
oj
si,j
The proposed method

Melas-Kyriazi et al (Melas-Kyriazi,
Reference paragraph
Rush, and Han 2018)
A dog is sitting on top of a wooden A dog is standing on the ground. The There is a wooden bench in front of a
bench. The dog is brown and white. The dog is sitting on the bench. The dog is tan building. There is a bush next to the
dog is wearing a black collar on the top black. The dog has a black collar. The bench with green leaves on it. There is a
of the bench. The dog has a black nose dog is standing in front of the bench. white pumpkin on the bench. There is a
on the dog. The is a wooden on the bench. The bench is on the front of the dog. colorful ear of corn in front of the pumpThere is a tree on the ground. The bench The is a white on the side of the dog. The kin. There is a dog sitting on top of the
is make of wood. The wood is made of dog is on the top of the fence. The fence bench. The dog is white and gray and has
wood.
is on the other side of the bench.
a red collar around its neck.
Method
CIDEr METEOR BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4
Melas-Kyriazi et al (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018) 117.69
23.24
49.30
35.11
24.03
15.62
Proposed
184.55
22.05
55.78
40.79
32.00
25.21

Figure 5: Dog. The proposed method generates a better paragraph than the one generated by (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han
2018) in terms of message consistency. We highlighted sentences in bold to compare the similar messages delivered by both
methods. And the three sentences generated by (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018) are contradictory against each other.

Pair
oi
oj
si,j

giraffe0
wall0
-1.90

giraffe0
nostril0
-2.28

giraffe0
mouth0
-2.44

head0
mouth0
-2.49

giraffe1
nostril0
-2.53

giraffe1
mouth0
-2.55

Pair
oi
head0
neck0
neck0
head1
head1
giraffe0
oj
nostril0
spot0
spot1
mouth0
nostril0
horn0
si,j
-2.57
-2.58
-2.65
-2.65
-2.66
-2.67
The proposed method
Melas-Kyriazi et al (Melas-Kyriazi, Reference paragraph
Rush, and Han 2018)
A giraffe is standing in the enclosure. The A giraffe is standing in a giraffe. The gi- An adult giraffe is licking a baby giraffe.
giraffe is spotted. The giraffe has a long raffe is standing on the side of the giraffe. The giraffes are in an enclosure made
neck. The giraffes are brown. The giraffe The giraffe is a brown. The giraffe has a of grey bricks. The adult giraffe has a
is looking at the giraffe. The giraffes are black mane. The is standing on the top long black tongue. The giraffe has brown
black. The giraffes have long necks. The of the giraffe. The giraffes is standing in sports on the neck. The eye of the giraffe
ears are black. The horns are black and front of the fence. The fence is standing. is big and black. The left ears of the giwhite. The giraffe has long horns on it. The giraffe is standing in the front of the raffe is long and pointy. On top of the
The is a brick wall behind the giraffe.
building.
head there are two horns. The baby giraffe has two thin horns.
Method
CIDEr METEOR BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4
Melas-Kyriazi et al (Melas-Kyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018)
77.79
19.45
48.77
32.67
23.31
0.00
Proposed
141.19
25.91
57.63
35.58
23.63
14.14

Figure 6: Giraffe. The paragraph generated by the proposed method is easier to read rather than the ones generated by (MelasKyriazi, Rush, and Han 2018) for this image. We highlight generated sentences with colors if they have similar reference
sentences, in bold if they are high-quality sentences.
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